ALLITERATION IS ALL AROUND

Alliteration can make stories interesting! Find a book that uses alliteration. *(A librarian can help!)* Read the book with a grown-up helper. Then use page 2 to list out the alliterations you find!

First, let’s practice using this sample activity. The title of the book is written at the top. Which letter do you hear at the beginning of many words in the title? Write it in the blanks. Finally, list out the words you see that begin with that letter.

**SAMPLE ACTIVITY**

**TITLE:** Anteater Anthony Ate All The Ants

**THE LETTER I HEARD AT THE BEGINNING OF MANY WORDS IN THIS TITLE IS _____ .**

**WORDS FROM THIS TITLE THAT START WITH _____:**

1. Anteater

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Anteater Anthony Ate All The Ants

Anteater
TITLE:

THE LETTER I HEARD AT THE BEGINNING OF MANY WORDS WAS __.

WORDS FROM MY STORY THAT START WITH ___:

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5.